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while arabs now attract considerable attention from media the state and sociological studies their history in
canada remains little known identifying as arab in canada begins to rectify this invisibilization by exploring
the migration from machrek the middle east to canada from the late 19th century through the 1970s houda
asal breathes life into this migratory history and the people who made the journey and examines the public
collective existence they created in canada in order to understand both the identity arabs have constructed
for themselves here and the identity that has been constructed for them by the canadian state using
archival research media analysis laws and statistics and a series of interviews asal offers a thorough
examination of the institutions these migrants and their descendants built and the various ways they
expressed their identity and organized their religious social and political lives identifying as arab in canada
offers an impressively researched but accessibly written much needed glimpse into the long history of the
arab population in canada the general election of 1997 did not turn out as jean chretien and the liberal party
had planned chretien called an early election believing that his party was in a position to retain the
majority they had won in 1993 they got their majority but just barely when the campaign began the focus
for many canadians was the economy and job creation national unity however quickly became a key issue
and triggered the most heated debates of the campaign as was the case in 1993 the election of 1997 saw the
country divided along regional lines the bloc quebecois remained strong in quebec while the progressive
conservatives and new democrats dominated the maritime provinces the reform party meanwhile won the
west in a landslide becoming the official opposition for the first time it was ontario however where the
election was won the liberals won all but two seats in canada s largest province and in the end that was
enough to carry jean chretien to victory the canadian general election of 1997 is a study of the key aspects
of the campaign and the election itself in addition to analyzing each party s campaign authors examine the
role of the media pollsters the electoral system and the voters articles are contributed by some of the best
known political writers in canada today anthony westell stephen clarkson peter woolstencroft alan
whitehorn keith archer faron ellis andrbernard chris dornan ed greenspon michael marzolini and louis
massicotte this readable volume will appeal to an academic as well as a general readership and is ideally
suited for libraries and political science courses new to this year s volume is a post election survey by jon
pammett the weekly source of african american political and entertainment news march 13 14 2017 london
uk key topics molecular and cellular virology clinical virology viral hepatitis applied microbiology antiviral
mechanism fungal virology virology and molecular medicine animal virology mucosal immunology
virology cell cultural and virology bacterial virology clinical and diagnostic virology emerging topics
physical virology agriculture and plant virology medical virology bacterial toxins modern virology viral
molecular mechanics ebola and marburg viruses veterinary virology virology and aids other emerging
viruses virology and epidemiology human virology clinical and neuro virology pediatric viral diseases
tumour virology and viral immunology current focus in virology research entering the 1978 1979 season
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the boston bruins had been one of the best teams in the national hockey league for more than a decade yet
they could not shake the postseason jinx the montreal canadiens held over them the habs had ousted them
in 13 consecutive playoff series going back to 1940s the bruins wanted one more shot at their nemeses after
coming up short in both the 1977 and 1978 stanley cup finals they got their chance in the semifinal round
led by the colorful but embattled coach don cherry the underdog bruins played seven heart stopping games
victory seemed within their grasp but was snatched away with an untimely penalty in the final minutes
of game seven the author looks back at the season from opening night at boston garden to the catastrophic
conclusion at the montreal forum with detailed accounts of the semifinal games and a post mortem of the
infamous bench penalty four artists who are today relatively or almost entirely unknown one woman and
three men nevertheless played a part in the aesthetic upheavals that led to abstraction in 1940s montreal
very active in the art milieu throughout the decade marian dale scott fritz brandtner henry eveleigh and
gordon webber captured the attention of critics of the time who employed the term abstract art to describe
both non objective works and bold formal explorations that retained some reference to visible reality an
examination of these artists practices reveals a remarkable openness to international contemporary art
trends french german british and american their work and its critical reception conjure a complex picture
of the debates on abstraction that took place in montreal during the 1940s so often reduced to the
controversies surrounding the emergence of the automatiste movement the artistic innovations of paul
Émile borduas and his group and the radical tone of their 1948 manifesto refus global cemented their status
as quebec s abstract avant garde but also had the effect of eclipsing other visions of abstraction being
explored during the same period this book reinstates the oeuvres of these forgotten protagonists in the
narrative of abstract art illustrating how their practices encompassed a variety of themes emotion science
human experience in the broadest sense but also as the second world war unfolded the violence that
marked their era february issue includes appendix entitled directory of united states government
periodicals and subscription publications september issue includes list of depository libraries june and
december issues include semiannual index this is an account of the life and cultural contribution of one of
canadas most talented conductors he was known for his limitless enthusiasm and support of canadian music
and young musicians as well as for his insistence on playing music by canadian composers includes articles
on international business opportunities includes section book reviews canadians view their healthcare
recognized throughout the world as an exemplary system as iconic and integral to their identity in toward
the health of a nation leslie boehm recounts the first seventy years in the life of one of the foundations of
canada s healthcare system the institute of health policy management and evaluation at the university of
toronto boehm a graduate of ihpme and an instructor there throughout his career charts the institute s
history from its inception in 1947 as the department of hospital administration to the present day the first
program of its kind in canada and one of the few in the world the school was founded at a time when the
issue of healthcare was becoming a significant part of national and provincial discussions and policies
initially concentrating on hospital management and professional degrees it has expanded to offer academic
degrees and facilitate important research into health systems policies and outcomes in toward the health of a
nation boehm demonstrates the excellence of the program its faculty and its graduates as well as their
accomplishments in major government initiatives and royal commissions in the seventy years since ihpme
s inception healthcare has grown to become a major part of government and business activity and it will
only increase in coming years an in depth history of a major program in graduate health education toward
the health of a nation highlights how important healthcare is to a modern functional society dan bavly takes
a fresh look at how business is supervised and how that system can be improved he begins by assessing the
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performance of the government regulator and suggests reasons for the failure to prevent many of the
debacles of the recent past new fiascoes often engender a spate of legislation but the regulator remains the
one who gets away he is simply not accountable and does not shoulder the blame clearly a new definition
of regulator responsibility is required drawing on his years of company board and auditing experience
bavly analyzes why the average director cannot do his job and he shows how a complete but feasible
overhaul of the way company boards function can help solve this problem bavly then goes on to explore as
an insider the profession of accounting and to show why the cpa should be considered an endangered
species along the way bavly examines many of the difficult issues of contemporary ac counting where is
the trend of mammoth accounting organizations leading is the addiction to mergers suicidal how is the
accounting profession coping with technology what is the relationship between the outside cpa and the
corporate internal audit division for each specific flaw in the system bavly provides a practical remedy the
general message is the need for constant reassessment and perhaps a plea to cut all the agencies of corporate
governance back to human proportions this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post proceedings of
the 4th international workshop on privacy enhancing technologies pet 2004 held in toronto canada in may
2004 the 20 revised full papers presented were carefully selected from 68 submissions during two rounds of
reviewing and improvement among the topics addressed are mix networks mix firewalls traffic analysis
sequence analysis re encryption electromagnetic eavesdropping anonymity of banknotes ipv6 trustworthy
environments flow correlation attacks anonymity measuring mix cascades trust negotiation privacy policies
and personalization
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while arabs now attract considerable attention from media the state and sociological studies their history in
canada remains little known identifying as arab in canada begins to rectify this invisibilization by exploring
the migration from machrek the middle east to canada from the late 19th century through the 1970s houda
asal breathes life into this migratory history and the people who made the journey and examines the public
collective existence they created in canada in order to understand both the identity arabs have constructed
for themselves here and the identity that has been constructed for them by the canadian state using
archival research media analysis laws and statistics and a series of interviews asal offers a thorough
examination of the institutions these migrants and their descendants built and the various ways they
expressed their identity and organized their religious social and political lives identifying as arab in canada
offers an impressively researched but accessibly written much needed glimpse into the long history of the
arab population in canada
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the general election of 1997 did not turn out as jean chretien and the liberal party had planned chretien
called an early election believing that his party was in a position to retain the majority they had won in
1993 they got their majority but just barely when the campaign began the focus for many canadians was
the economy and job creation national unity however quickly became a key issue and triggered the most
heated debates of the campaign as was the case in 1993 the election of 1997 saw the country divided along
regional lines the bloc quebecois remained strong in quebec while the progressive conservatives and new
democrats dominated the maritime provinces the reform party meanwhile won the west in a landslide
becoming the official opposition for the first time it was ontario however where the election was won the
liberals won all but two seats in canada s largest province and in the end that was enough to carry jean
chretien to victory the canadian general election of 1997 is a study of the key aspects of the campaign and
the election itself in addition to analyzing each party s campaign authors examine the role of the media
pollsters the electoral system and the voters articles are contributed by some of the best known political
writers in canada today anthony westell stephen clarkson peter woolstencroft alan whitehorn keith archer
faron ellis andrbernard chris dornan ed greenspon michael marzolini and louis massicotte this readable
volume will appeal to an academic as well as a general readership and is ideally suited for libraries and
political science courses new to this year s volume is a post election survey by jon pammett
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applied microbiology antiviral mechanism fungal virology virology and molecular medicine animal
virology mucosal immunology virology cell cultural and virology bacterial virology clinical and diagnostic
virology emerging topics physical virology agriculture and plant virology medical virology bacterial toxins
modern virology viral molecular mechanics ebola and marburg viruses veterinary virology virology and
aids other emerging viruses virology and epidemiology human virology clinical and neuro virology
pediatric viral diseases tumour virology and viral immunology current focus in virology research
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entering the 1978 1979 season the boston bruins had been one of the best teams in the national hockey
league for more than a decade yet they could not shake the postseason jinx the montreal canadiens held
over them the habs had ousted them in 13 consecutive playoff series going back to 1940s the bruins wanted
one more shot at their nemeses after coming up short in both the 1977 and 1978 stanley cup finals they got
their chance in the semifinal round led by the colorful but embattled coach don cherry the underdog
bruins played seven heart stopping games victory seemed within their grasp but was snatched away with
an untimely penalty in the final minutes of game seven the author looks back at the season from opening
night at boston garden to the catastrophic conclusion at the montreal forum with detailed accounts of the
semifinal games and a post mortem of the infamous bench penalty
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four artists who are today relatively or almost entirely unknown one woman and three men nevertheless
played a part in the aesthetic upheavals that led to abstraction in 1940s montreal very active in the art
milieu throughout the decade marian dale scott fritz brandtner henry eveleigh and gordon webber
captured the attention of critics of the time who employed the term abstract art to describe both non
objective works and bold formal explorations that retained some reference to visible reality an examination
of these artists practices reveals a remarkable openness to international contemporary art trends french
german british and american their work and its critical reception conjure a complex picture of the debates
on abstraction that took place in montreal during the 1940s so often reduced to the controversies
surrounding the emergence of the automatiste movement the artistic innovations of paul Émile borduas
and his group and the radical tone of their 1948 manifesto refus global cemented their status as quebec s
abstract avant garde but also had the effect of eclipsing other visions of abstraction being explored during
the same period this book reinstates the oeuvres of these forgotten protagonists in the narrative of abstract
art illustrating how their practices encompassed a variety of themes emotion science human experience in
the broadest sense but also as the second world war unfolded the violence that marked their era
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february issue includes appendix entitled directory of united states government periodicals and subscription
publications september issue includes list of depository libraries june and december issues include
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this is an account of the life and cultural contribution of one of canadas most talented conductors he was
known for his limitless enthusiasm and support of canadian music and young musicians as well as for his
insistence on playing music by canadian composers
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canadians view their healthcare recognized throughout the world as an exemplary system as iconic and
integral to their identity in toward the health of a nation leslie boehm recounts the first seventy years in
the life of one of the foundations of canada s healthcare system the institute of health policy management
and evaluation at the university of toronto boehm a graduate of ihpme and an instructor there throughout
his career charts the institute s history from its inception in 1947 as the department of hospital
administration to the present day the first program of its kind in canada and one of the few in the world
the school was founded at a time when the issue of healthcare was becoming a significant part of national
and provincial discussions and policies initially concentrating on hospital management and professional
degrees it has expanded to offer academic degrees and facilitate important research into health systems
policies and outcomes in toward the health of a nation boehm demonstrates the excellence of the program
its faculty and its graduates as well as their accomplishments in major government initiatives and royal
commissions in the seventy years since ihpme s inception healthcare has grown to become a major part of
government and business activity and it will only increase in coming years an in depth history of a major
program in graduate health education toward the health of a nation highlights how important healthcare is
to a modern functional society
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dan bavly takes a fresh look at how business is supervised and how that system can be improved he begins
by assessing the performance of the government regulator and suggests reasons for the failure to prevent
many of the debacles of the recent past new fiascoes often engender a spate of legislation but the regulator
remains the one who gets away he is simply not accountable and does not shoulder the blame clearly a
new definition of regulator responsibility is required drawing on his years of company board and auditing
experience bavly analyzes why the average director cannot do his job and he shows how a complete but
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feasible overhaul of the way company boards function can help solve this problem bavly then goes on to
explore as an insider the profession of accounting and to show why the cpa should be considered an
endangered species along the way bavly examines many of the difficult issues of contemporary ac counting
where is the trend of mammoth accounting organizations leading is the addiction to mergers suicidal how is
the accounting profession coping with technology what is the relationship between the outside cpa and the
corporate internal audit division for each specific flaw in the system bavly provides a practical remedy the
general message is the need for constant reassessment and perhaps a plea to cut all the agencies of corporate
governance back to human proportions
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this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post proceedings of the 4th international workshop on privacy
enhancing technologies pet 2004 held in toronto canada in may 2004 the 20 revised full papers presented
were carefully selected from 68 submissions during two rounds of reviewing and improvement among the
topics addressed are mix networks mix firewalls traffic analysis sequence analysis re encryption
electromagnetic eavesdropping anonymity of banknotes ipv6 trustworthy environments flow correlation
attacks anonymity measuring mix cascades trust negotiation privacy policies and personalization
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